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THE WHITE PINES

Of the dozen or so botanical species of true
white pines grown in the United States, three are of
out-standing importance in the lumber industry. They
are eastern white pine (Pinusstrobus), western white pine
(Pinus monticola) , and sugar pine (Pinus lambertiana) . Eastern
white pine grows in the northeastern and north cen-
tral states. Western white pine is found chiefly
in the Inland Empire (northwestern Montana, northern
Idaho, and northeastern Washington). Sugar pine grows
in commercial quantities in California and southern
Oregon.

There is no absolutely positive means of identify-
ing the three white pines one from another microscopi-
cally. One familiar with the pines, however, can usually
classify the species by growth characteristics.

Sugar pine usually is lighter colored, changes
color less on exposure, has more conspicuous resin
ducts, and is slightly coarser textured than the other
two pines. Western white pine is more like eastern white
pine than is sugar pine, but lumbermen can usually dis-
tinguish it by the color of its knots which ordinarily
are darker around the edges than are the knots of eastern
white pine. Pattern makers often claim that they can
tell the clear wood of western white pine from the clear
wood of eastern white pine by a difference in work-
abi lity,althoughboth woods have about the same hardness
and Pare equally fine-textured.

Eastern white pine (referred to in the trade as
northern pine or simply white pine) is light in weight,
soft, even-textured, and is easily worked. It is a wood
highly prized for use in millwork, boxes and crates,
woodenware, novelties, and patterns. It dries easily,
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Otherwise, the wood is quite comparable to western
white pine.

Another species of western pine which is similar
in so many respects to the white pines that it is often
referred to as a white pine is western yellow pine (Pinus

ponderosa). This pine is found from the Inland Empire to
Arizona and New Mexico. It is the lightest colored of
the yellow pines, and the most abundant of the western
pines. Commercially it is known under several different
names. In the Inland Empire it is sold as "western
white," "western soft," or "Pondosa" pine. In California
it is known as "California white" pine. The quality of
western yellow pine differs considerably with the region



	

in	 of growth. In California it grows larger and straighter

	

;of	 than it does in Arizona or New Mexico; consequently a
greater percentage of the material from California is
"old in Select and Factory grades, and more of it comes
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ern	 The red pine of the Lake States (PinusreMnosa) is

	

the	 frequently sold as white pine. It is somewhat coarser
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The	 rings, and it is somewhat more resinous. Red pine is also

	

ely	 known as Norway pine, Canadian red pine, and hard pine.

All the pines mentioned are comparatively easy to

	

and	 dry either by air seasoning or kiln drying. Sugar pine,
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